
From: Debbie
To: Matthew Bassi; Alfredo Garcia; mteague@placeworks.com; mpaul@placeworks.com; rkain@placeworks.com;

Sheri Barkley
Cc: Lindsay Naitzehou
Subject: Wildomar Crossings Retail Center
Date: Wednesday, January 24, 2018 10:14:12 PM

To City of Wildomar Planning Department,

My name is Debbie Yuan.  I am a homeowner at 23380 Onyx Way, Wildomar, part of the Lennar North Ranch
Community.

I am writing on behalf of the majority of the neighboring residents, regarding the proposed project known as
Wildomar Crossings Commercial Retail Center at the NW corner of Clinton Keith Road and Stable Lanes Road.  On
the City of Wildomar "Commercial Project Development List" dated January 1, 2018, this project appears to also be
known as Wildomar Springs Retail Center.  This commercial center is directly adjacent to the North Ranch
Community.  To some of the homeowners, this center will literally be "in our backyards". 

The surrounding homeowners and residents are very concerned about this proposed project as the construction
and completion of this retail center would directly impact over 90 homes in this community.   Most of us moved into
this new community within the last 2, 3 years.  We were informed at the time we purchased our homes that this
location was zoned for commercial use.  

In November 2017 a number of the residents attended a meeting called by the developer's representative, Mann
Property Company, asking for our input on the development project.  After seeing the development plans, as it is
currently proposed by the developer, we believe this retail center would have severe negative impact on the
homeowners and our property. 

The homeowners and residents are very concerned about this proposed project.  Here are some of our reasons:

1.  We have objected to the proposed businesses - Dollar Tree, Wendy's fast food, Auto Zone.  These businesses are
not consistent with the upscale neighborhood at North Ranch.  We are very concerned about the transient
population these types of businesses are generally targeted toward, leading to trespassers in or near our
neighborhood, compromising the safety of the residents, our cars, our homes.

2.  These types of businesses and targeted population proposed by the developer would further result in
depreciation of our property value, our neighborhood, and would not serve to improve Wildomar's reputation.

3.  Any business that requires the frequent delivery from large trucks, right adjacent to our homes, would severely
impose on the quality of our lives.  The proposed loading area and trash enclosures at the back of the lot are directly
behind residences and will cause considerable disturbance.

4.  We are very concerned about the increased traffic congestion.  Stable Lanes Road is the main point of access for
the majority of the homeowners (90+) in North Ranch.  Having an added driveway on Stable Lanes Road into the
Retail Center would cause significant inconvenience for the residents.

5.  Additional traffic on Clinton Keith Road.  We already have several newly constructed retail centers in very close
proximity to this location - Stater Bros shopping center, Wildomar Square, Barons Market shopping center, the Barn,
the Shops at Clinton Keith (SW corner off Stable Lanes).  This small area is already too congested with retail centers. 
Traffic is already very heavy.
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6.  Many of the retail spaces are still vacant in these newly developed retail centers near this location.

7.  We are concerned about the environmental pollution during the construction, including air, water, soil, and noise
pollution.

8.  After the development is completed, it would have severe overall infringement on our quality of life, on the quiet
and private residential lifestyle we sought when we purchased our home.

A large number of residents believe we will be negatively impacted and object to the currently proposed plans for
Wildomar Crossings Retail Center.  Please take these statements into consideration before you approve of this
proposed project. 

Thank you.
Debbie Yuan



From: Karen Andersen
To: Matthew Bassi
Cc: Paul Lee; karen.marie53@yahoo.com
Subject: Project located northwesterly of Clinton Keith Road and Stable Lanes Road. Parcels 380-120-003 and 380-120-

004
Date: Sunday, February 04, 2018 7:49:50 AM

1. Concerns on businesses currently proposed by developer. We need high end businesses to bring shoppers to
Wildomar. Dollar Tree, Wendy’s fast Food...do not benefit the area, and propose larger transient area. Unfortunately
homeless people already live in tree areas around our area which compromises safety in our area.  Lowers our
property value. Higher end businesses is what would help Wildomar become an up and coming city. Some up and
coming business ideas...Bank of America, Curves, Yoga studio, Burger Lounge Restaurant, Texas Roadhouse
Restaurant, Paint and Sip, LA Fitness, Insurance Agency, Pet Smart, high end restaurants like they have in Old
Town Murrieta.
2. If there is an entrance into this center on Stable Lane a signal needs to be put in at Stable Lane and Clinton Keith.
Needs to be done either way. Presently at Stable Lane and Clinton Keith I see people making illegal left hand turns
continually and the speed of drivers going west is excessive and a signal would help slow traffic down. A serious
accident at the corner is imminent. Also, the road structure of Stable Lane and neighborhood of North Ranch is not
conducive to large trucks and increased car traffic.

3. Please insure the permanent commercial structures do not lend themselves to become a hang out to transient
population which will negatively effect the surrounding neighborhoods and area of North Ranch and will not help
improve the image of Wildomar.

Please keep us informed of what is decided in relation to our concerns. When is the next meeting regarding this
project?

Thank you.

Paul and Karen Andersen
23359 Crystal Way
Wildomar, CA 92595
951-235-7696

Sent from my iPad
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From: Jeanine Algoso-Ramirez
To: Matthew Bassi
Subject: Wildomar Crossing Retail Ctr Project (PA No. 16-0134)
Date: Saturday, February 10, 2018 4:33:23 PM

Mr. Bassi,

I am opposing the Wildomar Crossing Retail Center projected to be on Clinton Keith and Stable Lanes.  I
feel we have more than enough retail in that location of Clinton Keith.  I understand the reasoning behind
it which is profit for the city, but since we already have retail in every corner by the 15 fwy why not think
about beautifying Wildomar instead? 

New homes were recently built by Lennar Homes in Stables Lanes and on Palomar, which certainly
added a bit of upper level type homes for the city.  The 15 freeway going onto Clinton Keith which is the
main road going to Bear Creek and La Cresta, both upscale communities is an added plus for Wildomar. 
I feel a nice park would be better suited for the corner of Stables Lanes and Clinton Keith,  it will look
cleaner and eliminate anymore small retail establishments which we do not need since we have enough
around the area.  Wildomar can be known as a nice, clean community proud to be next to Murrieta and
Temecula.  I would like Wildomar to be known as a community that  people driving through to find it  a
nice area, not so much as attached to Lake Elinsore which, I feel, remains to be old and not too concern
about improvements. 

Mr. Bassi, thank you for your time and I appreciate this opportunity to voice my opinion.  I hope the
committee re-considers the projected plan for Clinton Keith and Stable Lanes.

Mrs. Ramirez
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